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This revised, updated and expanded new edition of The Road to Somewhere will help you to acquire the craft
and disciplines needed to develop as a writer in today's world. It is ideal for anyone - student writers, writing
teachers and seasoned authors - seeking practical guidance, new ideas and creative inspiration. The Road to
Somewhere: A Creative Writing Companion, second edition offers: - new chapters on writing for digital media,
flash fiction, memoir, style and taking your writing out into the world - updated chapters on fiction, scripts,
poetry, and experimental forms - an examination of creative processes and advice on how to read as a writer many practical exercises and useable course materials - extensive references and suggestions for further
reading - information on how to get work published or produced, in real and virtual worlds - tips on how to set
up and run writing workshops and groups - a complete Agony Aunt section to help with blocks and barriers guidance on the more technical aspects of writing such as layout...
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A revised and updated new edition of a
wellestablished, successful guide written by a team of
creative writing experts
New edition includes a chapter dedicated to writing
for online and other digital media, including websites,
blogs, Facebook and apps
Also contains entirely new chapters on writing
memoirs, flash fiction, and taking your writing out into
the world
Contains a wide variety of examples, and exercises are
aimed at a range of abilities, from novice writers to
undergraduate students and lecturers

